Abstract -Reconfigurable photovoltaic modules represent an effective solution to improve PV system resilience to partial shading. Indeed, the availability of different configurations increases energy generation under non-uniform conditions. However, the additional components that are active under uniform conditions lead to higher losses compared to equivalent static solutions. This paper presents a methodology for the design of optimized reconfigurable PV modules, balancing losses under uniform conditions and gain under partial shading. First, feasible reconfigurable module instantiations are selected given some design constraints. Then, the search space is further reduced by taking into account the typical operating conditions of the module. Finally, the best module layouts are chosen based on performance consideration. Results for a specific case study are presented to show the feasibility of the proposed methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main drawbacks of conventional PV modules is their poor performance under non-uniform conditions, e.g. partial shading. Indeed, when part of a conventional PV module is shaded, either at least one entire subsection of the module is bypassed or the total module current is limited to the one of the worse performing cell. In both cases, most of the available energy is lost. Since applications such as Building-Integrated PV (BIPV), Building-Applied PV (BAPV) and solar vehicles are becoming widely employed in recent years, there is a clear need for PV module able to efficiently and effectively deal with the partial shading issue. Both static [1] and dynamically reconfigurable topologies [2] - [3] have been proposed. These latter require additional components, such as switches and submodule converters, to be able to perform the reconfiguration. By selecting at run-time the best configuration, reconfigurable modules generate much more energy than conventional modules under non-uniform conditions. However, the additional components that are active under uniform conditions lead to higher losses compared to equivalent static solutions. It is clear that a balance between losses under uniform conditions and gain under partial shading must be found.
Aim of this work is to present a methodology for the design of reconfigurable modules, able to explore and optimize this balance. The main focus in our current case study is the socalled Reconfigurable Snake PV (RSPV) modules [3] . However, the methodology can be easily extended to other types of reconfigurable PV modules. Fig. 1 shows the "base" layout of a 60-cell I-type RSPV module. Switches between neighboring cell-strings (groups of cells statically connected), are used to connect all cell-strings in series under uniform conditions. When the module is subjected to non-uniform conditions, parallel connection of cell-strings is performed. Four local converters (red boxes) are employed to perform the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) and to reduce the overall current available on both the BUS line and the GROUND line when the cell-strings are connected in parallel. An additional converter (blue box) is used at the end of the module for connection to the rest of the PV array.
II. OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
As shown in [4] , the snake-like structure ensures minimal additional resistance due to the added wiring, as compared to the wiring scheme of a standard module, while keeping a reasonable level of granularity. Indeed, as further shown in [5] , snake topologies made of 60 6-inch cells perform very well under partial shading, leading to 60-80% additional energy generation compared to standard topologies. However, their losses under uniform conditions may be unacceptably high [5] .
Since uniform conditions are still expected to occur often, a reduction of these latter losses is critical. In order to achieve this, we need to explore the available parameters but a fully exhaustive enumeration of all alternatives would be prohibitive. So here we will propose a methodology to prune this huge space in a safe way so that we only keep the promising ones.
The additional loss of reconfigurable modules under uniform conditions mainly arises from the ON resistance of the reconfiguration switches that are used to connect cell-strings in series. A simplistic solution is the removal of some of these switches. However, this implies reduction of the total number of cell-strings and it also makes some of them longer. To still keep reasonable flexibility while reducing the number of cell-strings, the following design constraint is applied:
x cell-strings can only have two sizes. For instance, for the layout of Fig. 1 , only cell-strings made of 6 cells (CS6) and 12 cells (CS12) must be considered Other design constraints can be defined considering the parallel connection of cell-strings. More in details:
x Only neighboring cell-strings are connected to the same local converter, to keep the length of the wires between cell-strings and converter as small as possible x Only cell-strings of the same size are connected in parallel, since they share a similar MPP voltage x The maximum number of cell-strings connected in parallel to the same local converter is limited to 3, to reduce converters' input current to reasonable values x Number of local converters cannot be higher than 4, to keep the initial additional cost low Such design constraints limit the number of possible groups of cell-strings that can be considered for parallel connection to a local converter. For instance, given the layout of Fig. 1 , cellstrings can be grouped in only 6 different ways:
x , which is a group made of one CS6 x , which is a group made of one CS12 x , which is a group of two CS6 in parallel x , which is a group of two CS12 in parallel x , which is a group of three CS6 in parallel x , which is a group of three CS12 in parallel For a given number of local converters , still many different module instantiations can be obtained. However, promising instantiations must respect the following relation:
Where is the number of cell-strings connected in parallel to the i-th local converter, represents the size of each cell-string connected in parallel to the i-th local converter and is the total number of cells in the module.
According to the groups of cell-strings defined above, any module instantiation may be described by a sequence of letters. For instance, describes an instantiation in which 4 local converters are used and the cell-strings are grouped for parallel connection as following: (1) a group of two parallelconnected CS6 is connected to the first local converter; (2) a group of three parallel-connected CS6 is connected to the second local converter; (3) a group of three parallel-connected CS6 is connected to the third local converter; (4) a group of two parallel-connected CS6 is connected to the fourth local converter. Such instantiation is made in total of ten CS6, thus it verifies (1) if a 60 cells module is considered.
is indeed the descriptor for the module shown in Fig. 1 Simulations have been performed using the framework presented in [5] . It allows for combination of measured weather data with simulated non-uniform and dynamic shading scenarios, so that realistic time-and spatially-varying operating scenarios are created. It also ensure high accuracy thanks to the use of a physics-based modeling approach. One of the simulated scenarios in shown in Fig. 2 .
In the shading scenario shown in Fig. 2 , shade is casted by a tree during part of the afternoon. Shade is highly irregular and often covers the entire module. In the following, we refer to such scenario as "Shading Scenario #1". A slightly different building has been also considered in order to generate two additional shading scenarios where more regular shades are casted by the chimney during different parts of the day. In the following, we refer to such shading scenarios as "Shading Scenario #2", shown in Fig. 3 , and "Shading Scenario #3", shown in Fig. 4 . In all these cases, irradiance and ambient temperature data from Oldenburg (Germany) [6] are used. An additional step of the proposed optimization methodology arises here. Indeed, the number of instantiations to simulate using such framework can be further pruned based on the characteristics of the shading scenario. For instance, if a specific part of the module is mainly affected by partial shading during the day, it makes sense to position the shorter cell-strings in this part. This way, the module will show higher resilience to shading since the part of the module mainly subjected to shading will have higher granularity than the rest of the module.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
RSPV modules made of (1) 60 6-inch full cells, organized in a 6x10 matrix as the one of Fig. 1 , and (2) 120 6-inch halved cells, organized in a 12x10 matrix have been studied. Modules are modeled as described in [5] . The different instantiations to analyze have been selected according to the methodology described above. strings from 10 to 8. This is mainly due to higher energy production under uniform conditions. Reducing the number of cell-strings down to 6 instead does not allow for higher energy production as power gains under uniform conditions are compensated by losses under shading. Since topologies belonging to the same group share similar costs (they have indeed the same number of local converters and the same number of reconfiguration switches), one module instantiation can be finally selected for each . Namely, the ones that exhibit the best performance, as shown by the bars with red borders in Fig. 5 .
Following the same approach for the other RSPV templates and the other shading scenarios, the simulation results summarized in Table I have been obtained. For the U-Type fullcell RSPV modules, the same conclusions of the I-Type fullcell RSPV modules can be drawn. Half-cell RSPV modules instead exhibit the absolute highest energy production when 10 cell-strings and 4 local converters are used. This is mainly due to the lower current produced by halved cells, that lead to a significant reduction of losses under both uniform and nonuniform conditions. It is worth to note that, for such RSPV template, reduction of the number of cell-strings never leads to higher energy production, since the lower losses under uniform conditions cannot compensate the lower energy generation under shading (due to reduced flexibility and granularity). Optimized RSPV modules, i.e. RSPV modules allowing for the highest energy production according to the optimization procedure, have been benchmarked to current standard solutions as conventional PV modules (60 6-inch cells, 3 bypass diodes) and half-cell PV modules (120 6-inch halved cells, 3 bypass diodes) based on TwinPeak layout proposed by REC [1]. Fig. 6 shows the energy gain of the different module topologies with respect to conventional PV module under the three simulated shading scenarios.
Gain depends not only on the module topology, but also on the characteristics of the casted shade. Under Shading Scenario #2, unconventional topologies allow for the largest gains. This is due to the fact that, under Shading Scenario #2: (1) partial shading is affecting a large part of the module; (2) such partial shading happens during morning hours, i.e. when ambient temperature is lower so that power generation is higher; (3) shade's daily evolution represents nearly worst-case for conventional modules, since shade often affects at least two substrings out of three. Shading Scenario #3 instead leads to the smallest gains, since: (1) a smaller part of the module is shaded, namely only the top half of it; (2) partial shading is happening during afternoon, where cell power production is lowered due to higher ambient temperature; (3) shade slowly moves along the shorter edge of the module, meaning that the different substrings of the conventional module get slowly covered by shade during the afternoon, with only one substring partially shaded during peak hours. Finally, gains under Shading Scenario #1 are in between the ones of the other two scenarios. Indeed, the large and highly irregular shade that is casted significantly reduces the power production of conventional modules but also affects in a non-negligible way the power generation of any other topology.
However, trends are maintained per topology along the different shading scenarios. Thanks to the use of halved cells as well as to a topology based on parallel connection of opposite substrings, TwinPeak topology performs better than conventional modules, since it gains energy under both uniform and partial shading conditions. The combination of these two gain mechanisms leads to an overall energy gain in the range [5.6 ÷ 10.9]% compared to conventional modules under the simulated shading scenarios.
RSPV modules outperform both conventional and TwinPeak topologies for the given shading scenarios, thanks to their higher granularity (8-10 substrings instead of 3-6) and to the use of local converters instead of bypass diodes. Best performance is shown by the U-Type half-cell RSPV module, that allows for up to 19% additional energy generation compared to a conventional module.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a methodology for the optimization of reconfigurable PV modules has been presented. It allows to select feasible module instantiations given some design constraint and further reduce the search space by taking into account the typical operating conditions of the module. As a final results, the configurations leading to the best balance between losses under uniform conditions and gains under partial shading can be selected using the proposed methodology. Simulations have been performed under different realistic time-and spatial-varying operating conditions to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed methodology and optimize both I-Type and U-Type RSPV modules made of 60 6-inch cells and 120 6-inch halved cells. However, the methodology can be easily extended for optimization of different reconfigurable module templates. Moreover, both number of cell-strings and number of converters would be reduced, the additional initial cost of the module decreases. Relevant module selection methodology should include beyond performance also a financial analysis. Indeed, life-long energy gain must be monetized and compared to the initial additional cost.
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